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Indonesian presidential candidates (from left) ex-general Prabowo Subianto and his running mate former
economics minister Hatta Rajasa; and front-runner and former Jakarta governor Joko 'Jokowi' Widodo and his running
mate former Indonesian vice-president Jusuf Kalla. In the absence of concrete and distinct policies that differentiate
each other, both camps have paid homage to the legacy offirst Indonesian president Sukarno.
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Communists as an advocate of social
equality and to the Nationalists as
an Indonesian patriot ..
Even then, in the 1950s-60s, all the
major political groups in Indonesia
were trying to monopolise the man
and the symbol Sukarno for themselves.
It is, therefore, hardly a surprise if

today all the mainstream political
movements are doing the same: For
contemporary Indonesian nationalists who may be partial to the
PrabowojHatta camp, Sukarno's defence of Indonesian territory and
the principles of Indonesian republicanism sit well with their own aspirations for a more developed and
economically independent Indonesia .

While for social activists, pluralists and liberals, it is Sukarno's defence of Indonesian pluralism and
diversity that attracts them the
most, and this is also the facet of
Sukarno's legacy that is being
adroitly foregrounded
by the
JokowijKalla camp.
Indonesia is a country that is
both ancient and modern, and it
happens to be a country where the

royal courts and aristocracy of the
past no longer wield political power.
In the absence of such a hierarchy,
Sukarno's legacy serves as a convenient and recognisable vehicle for
different political aspirations; and
he has been elevated to the status of
an imminent and invisible founding-father figure by all parties concerned.
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The prevalence of images and references to Sukarno during this presidential campaign reminds us that
even in the context of ostensibly secular plural democracies like Indonesia's, there remain master narratives
and a (secular) political mythology
as well.
Modernity has not ~radicated the
transcendental from politics, be it in
the West or in Indonesia.

